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THE NEW CHAPTER
One of the most exciting things that happens in GWRRA
is the starting of a new Chapter. It marks the beginning of
the GWRRA experience for many new Members as they
embark upon new experiences and new friendships. On
April 13, 2022, Tyler, Texas welcomed Chapter E under
the direction of Karen and Gene Kaufmann. The Kaufmanns were former Chapter Directors in Missouri who
relocated to the Tyler area and knew all about the benefits of Chapter participation. Starting up a Chapter is an easy process and I wanted to share
with you the guidance provided in our Officer’s Handbook.
CHAPTER CHARTER...CHARTERING PERIOD...

Director of Rider Education

Each Chapter within GWRRA is given a Chapter Charter to signify your
association with GWRRA. At your Chapter “Kick-Off” Gathering, you will
be presented with your Certificate of Chaptership. At this time, your District Director or designee will present your Chapter Charter and install your
new Chapter Team and present your Officer patches. Scanning the Certificate for safekeeping and then putting it into the Chapter Scrapbook (digital
or print) for all to enjoy is a prudent idea.
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Chapters are chartered for life in GWRRA. Each Chapter does pay the
Charter fee required by GWRRA each year, based on the calendar year.
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These items provide visual proof to all present that a Chartered Chapter of
the Gold Wing Road Riders Association now exists and that you are authorized by GWRRA to begin to organize the Chapter with those willing
Members and prospective Members.
CHARTER MEMBERS
For the next 90 days, all those GWRRA Members who help get the Chapter up and running will be designated as Charter “Members” by virtue of
their work and participation. This designation applies for the next 90 days
and may apply even to those Members who may actually reside outside
your assigned geographical area. (Remember, all of us are Members of
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ALL Chapters.) They will receive a special “Charter Member” rocker to wear under their 4”
GWRRA logo patch. No more will be issued after the initial stated period (first 90 days). Your
District Director will assist you in acquiring these Charter Member rockers, which are given
free from the Home Office.
Once your Kick-Off Gathering is behind you, you, the new Chapter Director, have a list of
names, phone numbers and addresses of all who attended. These Members are your Chapter “participants” (if they choose to continue participation in your Chapter). They are also ones
to look at for the new leadership of your Chapter. See Choosing your Team for more ideas.
CHAPTER TYPES
GWRRA recognizes that there are many styles or types of Chapters. We are open to what fits
the Members in your area the best. Work with your District Director if you are finding that your
Chapter is not what GWRRA considers a traditional Chapter: a good balance of social and
riding, good attendance at Chapter events, Officer positions filled and an appropriately robust
Team, monthly newsletters, participation in the Couple and possibly Individual of the Year,
and participates with and supports the District, GWRRA and other Chapters.
Another type of Chapter could be a riding-focused Chapter. Their Gathering may be even less
formal, possibly coffee or a meal, and then they go for a ride; or the opposite, they meet for a
ride, then have a meal and a Gathering. Either way works. They still produce a newsletter, but
their focus is a bit less on social activities and more toward riding.
Team GWRRA, your District Director, and their Team are there to help you through the process. There is plenty of support and the grand kick-off of a new Chapter is one of the more
memorable Chapter events.
Stay safe; be well. And, as always, remember that fun shall be the last word—so HAVE FUN!

Jere & Sherry Goodman
Directors of GWRRA

540-623-0447
director@gwrra.org
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Susan and George Huttman
Director of Rider Education
There are resources that continue to be underutilized at the District
Level. These allocations made by Team GWRRA can assist in many
ways, both from the organizational and program perspective.
The value of these resources can be multiplied when used in a way that can benefit the Members and Officers.
The supply of knowledge and experience available is meant to bring the support and guidance
to leadership and program administration. The purpose of the resources is to provide the Districts with a roadmap to help them reach their goals and serve the Members well.
Without direction, District and Chapter leadership may encounter unexpected roadblocks and
detours that can take them off course.
Keep in mind, the resources offered serve an important purpose and, when they are combined
with each other, can result in better mileage as you move forward and decrease the number of
stops along the way.
The reserves mentioned represent Team GWRRA Director Assistants and GWRRA Program
Assistants. Each group has been assigned to specific Districts and will work in concert to address concerns and issues related to their areas of expertise and how it can merge one set of
Team GWRRA Assistants with another.
There are monthly Team GWRRA Zoom calls with GWRRA Directors Jere and Sherry Goodman, and others conducted by Director’s Assistants with District Directors.
Zooms are conducted by Program Directors and/or their Assistants with District program management to learn more about the educational and training being presented in the field, to encourage interaction with other Districts, and to offer suggestions and support to assist District
program administrators in their roles.
While the GWRRA Directors and Program Directors are always willing to take your call, please
reach out to your Director and Program Assistants first whenever possible. You will find they
can share strategies to better navigate the future of your District. Don’t find yourself running on
empty from diversions that will take you the long way around.

Susan & George Huttman
828-368-2249
director-re@gwrra.org
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Lorrie M. Thomas
Director of the University

Plagiarizing Yourself Is OK!
In researching an article, the recent one I wrote for Wing World, I came across interesting information about stress (like the last two years) and memory/learning. It emphasized the reason we do what we do. Since the Wing World I wrote for won’t be out for several months, I
thought it would be worth sharing. It might be a good submission for your own articles in the
District Newsletters.
Note to Self, this is to remind me…
“With all this stress, social isolation and disruption, it’s no wonder if you’ve been feeling the
effects, even being more forgetful or absent-minded,” said Jacqueline Stenson, NBS News
contributor, a health and fitness journalist who has written for The Los Angeles Times,
Reuters, Health, Self and Shape, among others.
“If we’re under a lot of stress, sometimes it can very negatively impact retrieval of information,” said Daniel Schacter, a professor of psychology and director of the Schacter Memory
Lab at Harvard University.
Forgetting why I entered a room or not knowing where I left the motorcycle keys is bad
enough, but have we lost the ability to retrieve information that can affect riding safely?
The past two years with COVID and the stress of variants still lingering, we probably have experienced that loss and should consider seriously how we can attempt to undo the damage.
Being aware that we may not have all the information readily available, it is time to renew and
refresh in the classroom, on the range, and while practicing in parking lots.
Rider and co-rider, Chapters and other groups that ride together will all benefit. Being as
sharp as we can be while riding is more than the inconvenient long search for the keys, it can
mean that we have a better chance to all return safely home.
Check in with your District Educators or University Coordinators to plan a training event. You
may still forget why you entered the classroom, but once you do, you’ll be better for it.
Continued on Page 5
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Spotlight
I am, once again, shining the light on you! While preparing the Instructor Lists for this month,
I got to change a lot of red fonts to black, meaning Members and Instructors/Trainers alike
have been attending classes and updating their Levels, and Instructors are re-certifying by
teaching.
District and Chapter Directors, along with the Instructors/Trainers who are vested in bringing
one of the best GWRRA benefits to the Members are rock stars! This benefit helps make
what we love to do less risky, enhances recruitment and retention, and is simply fun. Thank
you all for your efforts.

Need An Idea for Classes This Month?
Does your Chapter have a lot of folks riding two-up? Of course, we highly recommend the Co
-Rider Seminar, but there is another that is helpful.
102-06 View from the Rear encourages good communication, sharing possible differences
in preferred riding styles and other needs and wants of both rider and co-rider. It may assist
them in forming wish lists of places to go and experiences to have.

...that Road Captain certification does not expire? A refresher never hurt
anyone, but it is not required.
… if the U.3 (University class rosters, including 100 Series) are not entered in digitally, the University will not have a record of what you taught and who attended
the class?
...that the University has a table at WING DING to promote the University? If you are going to
WING DING, can you contact me and commit to an hour or so?
...we again have trifolds available that enable Members to track what classes they took?

Lorrie M. Thomas

lorriemthomas@aol.com or universitydir@gwrra.org
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Carl and Kaye Maier
Washington/Oregon Motorist Awareness Coordinator
IT’S TIME TO RIDE
The weather has warmed up, flowers are starting to pop out of the ground, and I have seen
many motorcycles on the road!
It’s time, we who ride, to get the bikes out, do spring maintenance, clean and polish them,
make sure all the lights work, and take our practice ride.
I say practice ride because I have noticed that after not riding for awhile, I need a little practice
to become at ease going through the corners, stopping, and just getting comfortable with the
bike again.
When I say “getting comfortable” I mean getting used to riding in the zone where I can be
seen by the other drivers on the road. Also getting back the feel of leaving myself a larger
buffer zone.
It also is the time to make sure your riding gear is in good shape, up to date, and still fits. I
also like to look at the new gear that is on the market, as the new stuff really makes you more
visible, and makes you stand out while on the road.
Everything you can do to make yourself and your bike stand out will help the other motorists
be aware of you.
Now is also the time to talk to the other motorists on the road, and hand out some of the trifolds, so they will also start to watch out for us more.
Carl & Kaye Maier
Tony Lasher

James & Freida Clayson

Gwrramapdirector@gmail.com
(334) 791-3288
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Bob and Karla Greer
Assistant Director, Membership Enhancement
June 1, 2022
WING DING 43, Shreveport
Last month we told you about showing up at WING DING on Tuesday, June 28 at 1:00 PM to
show your support for the 2022/2023 International Couples of the Year when they make their
on-stage presentations.
This month I would like to let you know about all the other Membership Enhancement Program (MEP) happenings at WING DING.
Tuesday – Saturday – MEP Booth
 Statistical Awards Sign Up
 Join or Renew GWRRA Membership
 Ask questions about the MEP
Tuesday, June 28 at 1:00PM: the 2022/2023 International Couples of the Year will be presented on stage.
Thursday, June 30 from 10:30–11:30AM: Area Report List (ARL) in Retention and Recruitment
Friday, July 1 from 9-10AM: MEP Forum - This is an opportunity to meet the entire MEP Team
and ask questions. We are looking forward to meeting you.
Friday, July 1 from 10:30–11:30AM: Chapter Couple Questions and Answers
See you in Shreveport!
Bob & Karla Greer
(770) 473-1316 Home
(770) 680-0158 Cell

Check out our MEP COY Site at: https://gwrramep.org/couple-of-the-year
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Frank and Sharon Jackson
Director’s Assistant
Welcome to May! The weather is starting to cooperate and allow us to
participate in quite a few activities. Chapters are gearing up for their fundraisers and Rallies. Consider all the ways to publicize your events. You’re
making flyers and then what? Are you using social media? There are so many nowadays that
everyone is using. Your newsletters that are sent to your Members and on your websites are
an excellent source, or how about Group Works, Facebook, Whatsapp, etc. Check with your
local newspaper to run an ad. If you’re posting on Facebook, post your event not only on your
Chapter and District pages but to your own personal page. You’ll reach a bigger audience and
maybe one of your Facebook friends is new to motorcycle riding this year and looking to ride
with others.
With broadening your audience, the potentials of recruiting new Members are out there. Every
event can be used as a recruiting tool. Let us repeat that, Every event can be used as a recruiting tool! For example, we are hearing about so many Districts that are having ARC/TRC
courses this time of year. Consider this an excellent opportunity to make contact with (and
hand out GW information to) people who stop to watch the motorcycles go through the parking
lot portion of the class. Or if your CSEA is having a parking lot practice, that’s a great opportunity to chat with people passing by. Even if that visitor doesn’t ride, they may have a friend or
family member who does. When our local Chapter was recently out to dinner, several people
came to our table to ask why we were all gathering. Each one had their own story of riding to
tell. We should all be carrying GW information on our bikes; are you? Inquire at your local motorcycle shop to put GWRRA flyers or even old Wing World magazines in the trunks of bikes
or in their waiting rooms. If you choose to have a recruiting event, split up the time with your
Members. Every Member has an excellent story to share about why they are Members of
GWRRA.
Let’s all rekindle the enthusiasm and excitement we felt as new Members and share it with
others.
We also would like to acknowledge all that the volunteer Officers do for the Members. It is this
core group of people that keeps the enthusiasm high. This enthusiasm is what drives participation by the Members in the variety of activities, Rider courses, Motorist Awareness activities, dinner rides, CPR courses, etc. Without these dedicated Members, we might not be able
to conduct these FUN activities! You meet the nicest people on a motorcycle!!

Frank & Sharon Jackson
Director’s Assistant

